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Miscellaneous

The consultation

IRVINE LOUDON

The illutstrations that we have used as fillers itn this Christmas
issue all depict mnedical consuiltations. They have been selected by
Dr Loudon from the collection of the lVellcomtie Institutte Library.

Illustrations of past physicians at work have an intrinsic fascina-
tion quite apart from artistic merit. Often they show practical
details regarded at the time as too commonplace to deserve
description. Before the mid-nineteenth century the consultation,
so far as physicians were concerned, generally consisted of
simple observation, uroscopy, and a detailed history. Physical
contact was limited to taking the pulse and the physician
"kept his distance," literally and metaphorically (see illustrations
on pp 1953 and 1945). The figure sitting by the bed with his
watch is every inch a physician of the 1820s, immaculate, aloof,
distant, and confident of his superiority. One surgeon described
such doctors scathingly: "A physician may know more Greek
than Homer, and yet be as unfit to practise medicine as a born
idiot; he may be one of those 'touch not, taste not, handle not'
kind of physicians, who think it beneath their dignity to attempt
to ascertain the distinction between distension of the abdomen
caused by pregnancy and that caused by dropsy. . .."
By the mid-nineteenth century, physicians began to come

into closer contact with
patients. Percussion, des-
cribed by Auenbrugger in

1761, was only gradually
adopted because, "The
physical intimacy
threatened to undermine the
professional and social stand-
ing of the physician."2 Aus-
cultation (Laennec, 1819)
was succeeded by routine
palpation. The general
physical examination ac-
companied the shift of medi-
cal interest to organ path-
ology in place of theory
based on constitutional
changes in which personal
habits and organic, emo-
tional, and environmental
factors-that is, whole per-
son medicine-were be-
lieved to be of equal
importance. Home consul-
tations were increasingly re-
placed by consultations in
hospital or specially fur-
nished consulting rooms in
which the examination couch i -
became standard equipment.
(When did the examination
couch come into general
use? One was built for the Sentence of death, by the Hon John

physicians of the Birmingham Dispensary by order of the
committee (MS Birmingham General Dispensary minutes) in
December 1840. Was this early or late for such an innovation ?)

Increasingly, diagnostic skill was associated with the elicita-
tion and interpretation of physical signs. Wild claims were
made (and often believed until quite recently) for the details of
thoracic pathology that could be elicited by percussion alone
(see illustration on p 1978). By the late nineteenth century
medical interest had focused on finer detail-cellular pathology,
haematology, and biochemistry. The "sick-man" of the 1770s
became the "disordered cell complex" of the 1870s.3 The
philanthropic tradition was exemplified by physicians bringing
their newly acquired skills to the poor (see illustration on p
1933).
By the early twentieth century, the physician could pronounce

"sentence 1f death" on a remarkably healthy looking but
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understandably petrified young man with new confidence (see
previous page). Close at hand on his desk were a stethoscope with
new diaphragm attachment, a sphygmomanometer, and a micro-
scope. The consultation-the constant central episode of medical
practice-included a whole new technology undreamt of a
century earlier. The relation and balance of power between
physician and patient were subtly altered, but we have yet to
learn much about the history of this change. The social history
of the consultation, and the influence, for example, of white
coats, diagnostic equipment, and laboratory data on the attitudes
of- doctors and the expectations of patients, are fascinating and
a scarcely explored territory in the history of medical practice.2

The illustration on the previous page and others throughout this
issue were reproduced by kind permission of the Wellcome Institute
Library.
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A son is killed
M COLEBROOK

Our wedding anniversary was a warm and sunny Sunday in
August. The family was gathering for lunch although Nic,
our Leeds medical student son, had not yet returned from a
run on his motorcycle after lavishing tender loving care on his
pride and joy the previous day. The meal was early so we had
hardly noticed his absence. Then we saw a policeman walking
up the drive. "Who has been misbehaving now ?" was the
jocular reaction among us. I welcomed him in the usual affable
manner, but there was no smile in return. He said that a motor-
cyclist had had an accident a few miles away and papers found
on the machine showed that it was Nic's. The faint hope was
implied that the rider was someone who had stolen it rather
than Nic himself. But we knew that Nic kept his documents
in his pocket so it had to be he who was, as the constable said,
"critical" in the local hospital.

I left the family attempting to eat lunch and drove to the
accident and emergency department. A junior nurse was de-
tailed to talk to me, the anxious relative, while I waited. Poor
girl, she did not know what to say, but I was able to chat her
along as my mind went into a verbose and almost schizoid
detachment from the main issue. Soon the orthopaedic con-
sultant on call came to speak to me. His manner rendered the
details of his news superfluous. "Fixed dilated pupils, severe
brain damage, on a ventilator. I have to say that the outlook
for survival is not good. Police escort to Queen's Square has
been arranged. Would you like to see him ?" All said with utmost
sympathy but the message was clear. I entered the resuscitation
room. It was Nic all right but far from being all right. All the
technical hardware had been attached and the ambulance was
waiting. I mumbled my thanks to the young multiracial team
that had done their utmost for my son and went home.

Gradually fading hope

My wife and I drove to London thankful that Sunday meant
light traffic and easy parking once we had located the National
Hospital for Nervous Diseases in a frustrating maze of one way
streets. We sat in the ward waiting room. The houseman came
and said that the outlook was poor, then the senior registrar,
equally pessimistic but more authoritatively so. The computed
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tomography scan showed gross cerebral contusion with blood
in the ventricles, so the hope of a nice drainable haematoma
vanished. He offered to bring in the consultant but I saw no
point. The case was straightforward; straightforwardly bad.
We said that Nic and we had agreed when he first went motor-
cycling that his kidneys and any other useful organs should be
made available if he died. Then we entered the ward and sat
beside him. There was even more apparatus than before yet
he simply looked asleep. His skin was unmarked, warm, and
pink, and his chest moved with the ventilator. The nurses
attending him talked to him, evidently well briefed in the fact
that hearing may be present even in the absence of all response.
They tried hard to raise our hopes after the doctors' foreboding.
That evening his girlfriend arrived and she and my wife sat

up with him all night while I went home and returned the next
day with his elder brother. There was no change, only the news
that blood had been taken for tissue typing. The implication
did not escape us. We went out for a walk and toyed with a
token lunch while he was reassessed. On our return we were
told unequivocally that there was no hope of survival and I was
invited to examine the findings myself. I appreciated the offer
but declined with thanks. I was a father, not a doctor, just then.
The surgeon from the renal unit at St Mary's was on his way.
We sat beside the body that was our beloved son, brother, and
boyfriend. There was an uncanny feeling about the scene. A
few minutes earlier Nic was at least in one sense alive and there
was hope. Now, although nothing had changed, he was dead
and there was no hope. Yet so many signs of life continued,
heart beat, colour, respiration, albeit by ventilator, and warmth,
although we noticed that his body was being allowed to cool.
The transplant surgeon arrived. He was very kind and said

that there was an acute shortage of corneas as well as kidneys.
We asked him to arrange for anything of value to be taken and
said that we had no hang ups about beating heart donors. Keep
him going for as long as would be useful. I signed the appropriate
piece of paper and we went to say goodbye to our Nic. We made
ourselves realise that all was not hopeless. Somewhere out there
two people in renal failure would have the hope of their lives
fulfilled and two who were blind would see. I wanted to say a
few words of tribute and Christian hope over him, but all I
could force out with rapidly vanishing self control was the wish
that those who lived with his kidneys and saw through his eyes
might lead long and happy lives. Then, for the first time since
childhood, my carefully cultivated composure disintegrated and
I wept loudly and openly and cared not who heard and saw.
My wife managed better and said a prayer of thanks for his
life over him. We thanked the nurses, collected a pathetic
bundle of clothes, and went home.
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